FACT
For optimal clinical outcomes, clinicians need both hand and ultrasonic scaling instrumentation in order to effectively remove calculus, plaque and debris.

CHALLENGE
Ultrasonic scalers need to provide efficiency during each procedure, plus be comfortable for both the practitioner and the patient.

SOLUTION
Hu-Friedy’s Symmetry IQ piezoelectric ultrasonic scalers increase efficiency and are comfortable for the patient. The Symmetry IQ features touchpad controls and a compact design, plus has a large diameter, lightweight ergonomic handpiece with fiber-optic illumination for enhanced visibility.

The well thought out design of their SWERV® magnetostrictive and Symmetry IQ piezoelectric scalers, and the components used in their production, make them DURABLE, EFFICIENT AND EASY TO OPERATE AND USE. Their digitally controlled power ranges enable me to deliver smooth and efficient scaling at all levels of power, plus their revolutionary Swivel™ design changed my clinical life dramatically.

— Nancy Miller, RDH, BA
Owner, Ultraconcepts
POINTS OF PERFORMANCE

• Smooth circuitry and adjustable water flow allow for a better patient experience

• Convenient memory feature allows for faster set-up time between patients

• Modular plug and play design provides convenient serviceability of unit and eliminates the cost and inconvenience associated with sending the unit out for repair

• The smooth surface simplifies infection control procedures and minimizes the risk of cross contamination

• Stand alone, large capacity (350 or 500mL) irrigation supply allows for increased portability and use of medicaments. Switch to city water with the touch of a button. (Symmetry IQ 4000 only)

SYMMETRY IQ PART-CODES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM #</th>
<th>PRODUCT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UP4-120</td>
<td>Symmetry IQ 4000 Piezoelectric Scaler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP3-120</td>
<td>Symmetry IQ 3000 Piezoelectric Scaler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP2-120</td>
<td>Symmetry IQ 2000 Piezoelectric Scaler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Designed to be built into your dental unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HU-FRIEDY ULTRASONIC SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

Hu-Friedy is committed to YOU, our valued customer. If for any reason you are unhappy with your Hu-Friedy SWERV\textsuperscript{1} or Symmetry IQ Ultrasonic Scaler, Insert or Piezo Tip within the first 30 days of purchase, simply return it with the invoice for a product exchange or full refund—no questions asked. No other company offers such a comprehensive guarantee.

In addition to the Satisfaction Guarantee, Hu-Friedy warranties for our ultrasonic tips and inserts, SWERV\textsuperscript{1} magnetostrictive scaler, and Symmetry IQ piezoelectric devices for failure as a result of a defect in material/or workmanship. For complete details regarding these warranties, please visit http://www.hu-friedy.com/support/warranties.aspx